Brighu arrives at the quaint and outpostlike Tegel Airport in the middle of a
blizzard. Earlier, an unexpected upgrade to
Business Class and several glasses of single
malt have made him philosophical about
life. As the plane lands, his first thoughts
are:
Live a summer in Delhi and a winter in
Berlin before you call yourself a true
insider.
How can you wipe off that smug Biz Class
smirk from your face?

Stations pass by. Brighu wonders what the
gentleman will do when he reaches home.
Warm leftover food, go to the neighbourhood bar, water the flowerbed outside his
window? Would he listen to Charlie Parker
or Schubert or flop down on the sofa to read
Christian Morgenstern? In 1847, Russian
émigré Ivan Turgenev observed that Berliners wake up at six, have dinner at two and
sleep long before the chickens… hard to
believe.
Brighu tries to place the gentleman but
cannot. According to noted art critic Karl
Scheffler, Berlin grew rather too quickly to
smoothly develop its own identity; it
experienced and survived five very different
political systems in only 120 years, from
1871 to 1990. Brighu wonders which one has
shaped the man across from him.
Just then the man opens his eyes and looks
straight into Brighu’s, as if he can see deep
inside him. For a moment Brighu remains
transfixed by his gaze. It is broken when the
man utters in clear English:

You have reached your stop mister…

The X9 bus takes him to Jacob-Kaiser Platz
U-Bahn. The U7 arrives in minutes; Brighu
finds a seat in a desolate compartment. It is
warm and toasty inside; he feels the fatigue
of a twenty-hour journey pressing upon his
bones. The gentleman across him has dozed
off in a moment of Feierabend - the pleasant
feeling of reaching the end of a workday. A
word perhaps of added significance in a
society of protestant work ethics. Brighu
makes a mental note to ask madam chancellor to propagate it to the ailing southern
states of the European Union.
Feierabend - German words have entire
worlds of meaning in them.

Puzzled, Brighu looks out; it is indeed his
station. He quickly rushes out whispering a
quick thank you.
Only after the train leaves the station,
letting out a draft of icy wind, does he
realise what had happened; how on earth
did he know?

Standing on the empty platform it strikes
Brighu that this cesspit of mystery and
magic is home now, no matter how many
times at night he checks the internet for the
weather report of a distant city.

